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Introduction

Issues of HARQ mechanism in multi-hop networks




Distinct propagation conditions and models of different hops possibly result in the difference of
HARQ performances from hop to hop
Drainage of air-interface resources and possible delay introduced by multiple re-transmissions over
multiple hops

Two HARQ mechanisms are proposed


Active HARQ mechanism



Passive HARQ mechanism

Base Station (BS)

Relay Station (RS)
Mobile Station (MS)
Per-link HARQ

Per-link HARQ

Multi-link HARQ
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Active HARQ Mechanism (1/2)
Features of Active HARQ mechanism


Actively report of the result of CRC verification to BS for HARQ retransmission resource allocation



Centralized HARQ retransmission control
− All HARQ retransmissions are allocated and triggered by BS or MS with the aid of RS



Distributed HARQ combining performed hop by hop
− HARQ retransmissions are received and combined until the frame passes CRC verification, then forwarding to
next hop



Per-link basis HARQ mechanism
− Allowing for functions in RS, such as traffic congregation and CID update
− Fewer radio resources consumed for relaying



Additional message indicating CRC results “ACK/NACK info.” is required
source

RS

RS

Target

HARQ transmission
HARQ retransmission
NACK reply
ACK reply
NACK info.
ACK info.
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Active HARQ Mechanism (2/2)
Relay Station (RS)

Mobile Station (MS)
Original Data 1

DL/UL MAP

RS reports for relaying
resources if original data or
HARQ combined data
passes CRC verification

Base Station (BS)

ACK info.

DL/UL MAP

RS translates MAP info.
from BS and transmits to
next hop

NACK

ACK

DL/UL MAP

Original Data

NACK
HARQ re-transmit data

ACK/NACK
information

BS receives from RS
ACK message that
confirms RS’ receipt of
MS’ info.

BS verifies received
signals and replies ACK
or NACK
If transmission fails,
HARQ re-transmission
is requested
HARQ combining and
CRC verification

HARQ retransmit data

Is there any error?
DL/UL MAP
DL/UL MAP
Original Data 2

RS translates MAP info.
from BS and transmits to
next hop
RS forwards the data
after CRC and if the
verification is failed

DL/UL MAP
NACK

HARQ re-transmit data HARQ combining and
CRC verification
Is there any error?
Yes

No

ACK
NACK info.

DL/UL MAP
NACK

BS receives RS NACK
info. that indicates
HARQ re-transmission
of MS to RS is required

NACK info.
No

RS forwards the correct
data if CRC is passed

ACK info.

BS verifies received
signals by CRC
Is there any error?

DL/UL MAP
NACK

Yes

DL/UL MAP
ACK

No

Yes
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Passive HARQ Mechanism (1/2)
Features of Passive HARQ mechanism


Passively forwarding ACK/NACK message with or even without processing



Centralized HARQ retransmission control and HARQ combining
− All HARQ retransmissions are allocated and triggered by BS or MS with the aid of RS
− HARQ combining is performed at each bypass RS, but different from ACTIVE HARQ that
• RS receives HARQ retransmission, then combines it with the previous receipts and then forwards a frame
according to the combination result
• The forwarding frame is the error-free result of HARQ combining, otherwise the latest receipt of HARQ
retransmission is expected to be forwarded



Mainly a multi-hop procedure since RS performs reception, combination and then forwarding



CID on each relay link over the relay path is required to be the same



Allowing for cooperative relaying, transparent relaying

source

RS

RS

Target

HARQ transmission
HARQ retransmission
NACK reply
ACK reply
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Passive HARQ Mechanism (2/2)
Relay Station (RS)

Mobile Station (MS)
DL/UL MAP

DL/UL MAP

Base Station (BS)

RS translates MAP info.
from BS and transmits to
corresponding RS

Original Data

RS forwards the original
data even if its CRC
verification fails

CRC verification
for BER or PER
DL/UL MAP

DL/UL MAP
RS translates MAP info.
from BS and sends to RS

ACK/NACK

ACK/NACK
If NACK is received,
HARQ re-transmission is
triggered.

RS forwards ACK/NACK
transparently
HARQ re-transmit Data

Yes

HARQ combining is
performed with original
data and retransmission
Is there any error?

Error-free data after
HARQ combining
No

HARQ combining and the
following CRC verification is
performed
Is there any error?
DL/UL MAP
DL/UL MAP

NACK

RS translates MAP info.
from BS and transmits to
corresponding RS
Yes

Any error in previous
CRC verification?

NACK
No
HARQ combining and the
following CRC verification
is performed

ACK

Original Data
HARQ retransmit data
Error-free data due to
HARQ combining

No

Yes

DL/UL MAP
NACK

DL/UL MAP
ACK

Is there any error?

No

Yes

Is there any error?
No

Yes
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Summary


Per-link and multi-link HARQ are proposed
− Active HARQ mechanism
• It is a per-link HARQ mechanism
• It is supported whether CID is changed or not in relay stations (RS)
• Relay stations report ACK/NACK information actively to the base station for
HARQ scheduling
• High spectrum efficiency
− Passive HARQ mechanism
• Relay stations forward ACK/NACK with or without any processing to the
following hop passively
• Multi-link HARQ mechanism
• CID remains unchanged through relay stations
• Cooperative relay can be supported
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